
 

 

SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED 

A summary of the Police Report  

The Counter Terrorism Unit of the Kosovo Police (KP) received an information from Intelligence 

sources about an assassination threat case against Ismet Haxha, Xhavit Haliti and Albin Kurti. 

The suspect is Prek Kodra, Albanian citizen, born on May 01, 1976, passport no. BD0790552. He 

has good skills in the use of snipers and rifles. He is suspected of being involved in several murders   

in Kosovo and Montenegro. Most probably, he lives in Shkodra, Albania and operates in three 

locations: Tropoja (Albania) and Ferizaj and Decan in Kosovo. According to the Albanian Police 

authorities, this person has a criminal record and was investigated by the Crime Sector Unit in 

Albania for Premeditated murder and Illegal possession of hunting weapons. He was declared 

wanted in 2016, after a search of his house turned up two shotguns and 90 bullet and an additional 

search in 2021, turned up military ammunition. In September 2021, the search warrant was 

annulled, but he is considered a high-risk person. 

Based on the information, the first target is Ismet Haxha, who shall be assassinated soon. Haxha 

is a former member of Kosovo Intelligence Service (SHIK) and a relative of Kadri Veseli. 

The second target is Xhavit Haliti, a PDK member and former MP, who shall be assassinated one 

month after Haxha, to make it look like a revenge for the assassination of Haxha. 

The third target is the PM Albin Kurti, who shall be assassinated one month after Haliti’s 

assassination. 

According to the information, the purpose of these assassinations is to destabilize the Republic of 

Kosovo. With the assassination of Albin Kurti, VV party will weaken and the PDK and AAK will 

take over the political leadership in the country and the Kosovo Security Service will be disbanded. 

According to information, all three assassinations shall take place within the next 4 months. The 

assassination of Ismet Haxha is planned to be carried out with a hunting rifle, while the other 

assassinations with a sniper or rifle.  

The KP Antiterrorism Unit took the following actions: 

- They checked the existing KP records but found nothing about this person. 

- They verified the Boarder Management System and found that Prek Kodra has many 

entrances and exits inside and outside Kosovo. His last registration is on November 03, 

2021, which is an exit from Kosovo through the border crossing of Vermica. 

- They included his data in the watch-list system. 

- They filed a request for his verification with the Albanian Police. 

- They notified the Director of Operations Department and recommended to increase the 

security of the targets. 

- They notified the SPRK on-call prosecutor. 

- They established the Counter terrorism Units in the field to verify this information. 

- They were able to identify the name of the suspect (Prek Kodra), who is the owner of a 

company in Shkodra “Art Mermer Kodra” and a phone number +355682051882. This 5P
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number in Viber appears is in the name of Prek Kodra. His email address is 

prekkodra18@gmail.it. 

The KP Counter terrorism Unit identified 17 persons who may be related to this person and is 

undertaking additional actions in the field towards identifying the address of some persons that 

may have direct or indirect relations with this person. 
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